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Presentation Abstract: As a CEM specializing in disaster humanitarian
management, I entered a disaster science PhD program to understand and
embrace the complexity of the world and to become the best emergency
management professional I could be. Along the way, I learned many lessons
about how our practice has evolved and what we should consider doing
differently when we communicate and interact with others. Despite the many
decades of experience with hazards and disasters of all types, we seem to
be making the same mistakes, repeatedly. Perhaps it is time to look inward
to assess how we can move forward as a profession and how education,
awareness, and an understanding of how intersectionality and power plays
a role in this growth. In this session, we will explore the tool of dialogue and
how it enables conflict and diversity of thought to be strengths instead of
obstacles. We will discuss how introspection and insight are the keys to
forging new connections and nuanced understanding. This is especially
important as we all struggle to find new ways to think about problems and
build new relationships to serve our communities.
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